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 A factor limiting the scope for a fiscal stimulus at a national level is the 
euro area’s framework of fiscal and macroeconomic surveillance. Looking 
forward it will be key to reconcile any attempts of a flexible interpretation 
with the need for rigidity in order to keep the credibility of fiscal and 
economic surveillance in Europe. 

 Fiscal coordination in the Euro area is centered around the Stability and 
Growth Pact (SGP). It consists of preventive and corrective instruments. 
The preventive instruments comprise extensive reporting systems on fiscal 
developments in each country. Countries need to document their 
consolidations efforts on their structural deficits of at least 0.5% (GDP) p.a. 
The preventive component does also comprise limitations on excessive 
public expenditure and a debt reduction requirement – such as an 
obligation for countries to reduce their excessive debt beyond the 60% 
(GDP) threshold by at least 1/20 p.a. However, various exceptions apply 
that make a full application of these rules rather unlikely.  

 The corrective component of fiscal surveillance kicks in whenever a 
country misses a correction of its headline deficit of 3% (GDP). In this case, 
an excessive deficit procedure is launched. If the 3% of GDP threshold 
cannot be reached, the structural consolidation effort is of particular 
relevance if a decision is made on a possible extension of the correction 
deadline. 

 Various exemptions apply. If the 3% of GDP threshold cannot be reached 
the Commission may undertake an analysis of the overall budgetary 
situation and the consolidation measures taken if a country was not 
successful in reaching the structural consolidation targets. In that case, the 
correction path can be extended if (1) a country was suffering unexpected 
economic events and (2) did fully implement the policy recommendations 
under the preventive component. The room for manoeuvre is even bigger 
under the preventive component of fiscal surveillance. There is a huge 
room for interpretation that could enable the Commission to trade in 
structural reform efforts against another extension in the adjustment path 
for structural deficits.  

 Similar to the fiscal surveillance there is a complementary surveillance of 
macroeconomic disequilibria with a preventive and a corrective 
component. However, sanctions under the corrective component are even 
less likely than under fiscal surveillance. 
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Introduction 

A factor limiting the scope for a fiscal stimulus at a national level is the euro 
area’s framework of fiscal and macroeconomic surveillance. In the absence of 
a central Government, the Euro area has developed a sophisticated system of 
mechanisms for economic and fiscal policy coordination that aims to prevent 
moral hazard and crises with a fiscal impact in the future. In the light of the 
events of the Euro crisis, this framework has recently been revised in various 
steps. The reforms tightened the rules. However, the framework still offers 
various possibilities for a flexible interpretation. Looking forward it will be key 
to reconcile any attempts of a flexible interpretation with the need for rigidity in 
order to keep the credibility of fiscal and economic surveillance in Europe. 

This article aims to shed some light on the possibilities for a flexible 
interpretation of current mechanisms of fiscal and economic policy 
surveillance and coordination in Europe. To this end we will first outline its 
basic framework and explain the possibilities of a more flexible interpretation 
that the current framework offers – particularly with regard to public 
investment. 

Fiscal coordination in the Euro area 

Fiscal coordination in the Euro area is centered around the Stability and Growth 
Pact (SGP). The SGP has its legal basis in the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union. It is defined by two Council Regulations dating from 1997 
which were amended various times in the recent years and complemented by 
the Fiscal Compact as a subsection of the Treaty of Stability, Coordination and 
Governance as an intergovernmental treaty of international public law. For 
reasons of simplicity we will not refer to the respective legal bases and their 
various reforms every time when we explain the current framework of fiscal 
coordination in this article. Moreover, we will only address the regulatory 
status quo for EMU countries and disregard the exemptions for non-EMU 
countries.  

Fiscal policy coordination in EMU consists of preventive and corrective 
instruments. The preventive instruments comprise extensive reporting systems 
on fiscal developments in each country. The reporting is scheduled on an 
annual basis within the European Semester. The process starts in November, 
when the European Commission outlines the priorities of fiscal and economic 
priorities for the next year in its Annual Growth Survey. Based on the Annual 
Growth Survey, EMU countries submit Stability Programmes (Non-EMU 
countries: Convergence Programmes) in April. In these programmes, they 
outline their medium-term planning – factoring in the impact of demographic 
change – to achieve or secure a fiscal medium-term objective (MTO). The MTO 
refers to the structural budgetary balance. The general benchmark for EMU 
countries is currently defined at a structural deficit of 0.5% (GDP) or better. The 
MTO shall ensure that countries keep a safety margin to the 3% (GDP) headline 
deficit threshold, turn towards a sustainable debt position and still have room 
for budgetary manoeuvre in case of a sudden economic downturn. There are 
country-specific adjustment paths which stipulate that Member States must 
improve their structural balance by 0.5% of their GDP p.a. until they have 
reached their MTO. The Commission assesses whether the MTO is appropriate, 
how the country is performing on its adjustment path and whether the 
economic assumptions are plausible and publishes its assessment in June 
(Country-Specific Recommendations). Based on the Commission’s assessment, 
the Ecofin Council issues a formal guidance. If the Commission finds evidence 
of a significant deviation from the MTO or the adjustment path towards it, the 
Commission can address a warning to the Member State, including concrete 
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policy recommendations to correct the deviation from the MTO. The 
recommendations need to be endorsed by the Council (qualified majority). If 
inaction persists, the Commission can formally assess that no effective action 
was taken and issue revised recommendations. If the concerned country does 
not take legislative action the Commission can, after another period of one 
month, repeat its recommendations. In case of persisting noncompliance, an 
interest-bearing deposit of 0.2% of GDP can be proposed. The proposal is 
regarded to be binding if the Council does not reject it by qualified majority.  

In 2011, the MTO was complemented with an additional benchmark for the 
growth rate of public expenditures net of interest expenditure, expenditure on 
EU programmes fully matched by EU funds and non-discretionary changes in 
unemployment benefit expenditures. In a nutshell it requires those countries 
which have reached their MTOs have to match any excess growth in new 
expenditure over a medium-term reference rate of potential GDP growth by 
additional discretionary revenue measures. Those countries which have not yet 
reached their MTO need to keep their net expenditure growth lower than the 
medium term potential GDP growth. 

Euro area countries have to submit their budgetary drafts for the subsequent 
budgetary year by 15 October of each year, including a set of forecasts with 
more than 100 macroeconomic indicators on the underlying assumptions. The 
Commission will then assess until the end of October whether the draft budget 
is in line with the projections of the MTO, the general growth outlook, and with 
its economic policy recommendations from June. For countries in an Excessive 
Deficit Procedure which is part of the corrective element of the fiscal 
surveillance scheme (see below) the Commission can deem the fiscal effort 
presented in the budgetary draft as insufficient. In doing to, it can require the 
country to present an amended budgetary draft. This usually happens until the 
end of October. While the recommendations issued by the Commission are not 
binding non-compliance will be taken into consideration in the reports under 
the Excessive Deficit Procedure. The official assessments by the Commission 
are published in mid of November, however, with the new Commission just 
having assumed office the timeline this year might be is slipping somehow. 
EMU countries that are under an EDP will also have to present economic 
partnership programmes in which they describe the structural reforms that 
have to be initiated and implemented in order to effectively and permanently 
correct their excessive deficits.  

One last preventive instrument of fiscal coordination is the debt reduction 
requirement (“debt brake”). Countries whose public debt level is higher than 
the 60% of GDP threshold must still reduce the debt overhang annually by one 
twentieth. However, this rule does not apply for countries that are under an 
Excessive Deficit Procedure (see below). In this context, the regulatory 
framework stipulates two benchmarks. 

 Looking backward, the respective country is assessed against the 
benchmark that it needs to reduce its debt overhang – the level of debt 
beyond the threshold of 60% (GDP) at an average rate of 1/20 p.a. over a 
period of three years. 

 Looking forward, the budgetary forecasts as provided by the Commission 
need to indicate that at unchanged policies a reduction of the debt 
overhang by 1/20 p.a. over a period of three years will occur. 

The provisions do not apply for a period of up to three years after the 
correction of the excessive deficit. In this case it will be sufficient if the 
Commission regards the respective country to have made sufficient progress 
towards compliance with its MTO under the Stability Programme. 
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The three years period will be applied beginning from the year when the EDP 
has ended. In the case of Italy this would mean that after an abrogation of the 
EDP in June 2014, Italy is currently subject to 3 year transition period (2013-
2015) during which it is required to make sufficient progress toward 
compliance with the debt criterion. The debt reduction benchmark will apply in 
2016.  

During the transition period, Euro area countries need to adhere to a so-called 
“minimum linear structural adjustment” that aims to ensure that the countries 
will comply with the debt reduction rule at the end of the period. A deviation 
by ¼ % of GDP is allowed, and the remaining annual structural adjustment 
should not be above ¾% of the GDP.1 This path will also be assessed when the 
backward-looking assessment starts in the third year after the abrogation of 
the EDP. 

Figure 1: Autumn: Timetable for surveillance of member state budgets 

When? Who? What?

October 15th Every member state Hands in budget draft

Not later than End of November European Commission
Issues opinion on budget drafts of 

member states

1 week after draft submission 
(scheduled on October 23th)

European Commission Consults concerned member state

2 weeks after draft submission 
(scheduled on October 30th)

European Commission
Asks for a revised version of the 

draft

Max. 3 weeks after consultation 
with the commission (latest 

deadline: November 21th)
Concerned Member State Hands in revised budget draft

Max. 3 weeks after hand-in of 
revised draft (latest deadline: 

December 13th)
European Commission

Issues opinion on revised budget 
draft

In case of non-compliance w ith the obligations under SGP

Normal procedure

 
Source: European Commission 

The corrective component of fiscal surveillance kicks in whenever a country 
misses a correction of its headline deficit of 3% (GDP). The surveillance works 
as follows: Every 1 April (and 1 October), all EU member states report their 
public deficits to the European Commission. After validation by Eurostat as the 
statistical office of the EU by mid-April, the Commission issues an assessment 
on these figures by the beginning of May. Based on the Commission 
assessment, an EDP can be initiated upon the explicit decision by the Ecofin 
Council. In that case, Ecofin formally assesses that the headline deficit of a 
country is above 3% of GDP and requests the country to correct it. Within the 
request for correction, the Council determines a fiscal adjustment path for 
each country. It specifies  

 the deadline by which the headline deficit must reach the 3% of GDP 
threshold 

1 Cf. European Commission (2012). Specifications on the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact 
and Guidelines on the format and content of Stability and Convergence Programmes. Commission 
Document of 3 September 2012. 
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 the rate of annual improvement by which the country must reduce its 
structural deficit per year. This rate reflects the need for consolidation and 
the country’s growth forecasts. The minimum annual improvement of the 
structural balance must be at least 0.5% of GDP and  

 policy measures that countries should implement in order to reach their 
deficit targets. Countries are given a deadline of three to six months to 
begin implementing these recommendations. 

The EDP was subjected to reforms in November 2011. Decisions in the EDP 
are now made according to the following pattern. Only those decisions can be 
taken or confirmed by Ecofin that the Commission has proposed before. The 
Fiscal Compact stipulates that euro area countries commit to support all 
proposals and recommendations by the Commission. A rejection of any step 
within the EDP will only be possible by qualified majority (55% of votes that 
represent 65% of the population). That quasi-automaticity shall speed up the 
decision making in ongoing EDPs. Quasi-automaticity does not apply to the 
initial launch of an EDP. That still needs to be explicitly confirmed by the Ecofin 
by qualified majority. 

An EDP can be abrogated if the Commission and the Council take a decision 
based on the notified data in April. It can be abrogated if the Commission 
forecasts indicate that: 

 the deficit will not exceed the 3% of GDP threshold over the forecast 
horizon  

 and that the debt-to-GDP ratio is diminishing or at least stable.  

If the 3% of GDP threshold cannot be reached, the structural consolidation 
effort is of particular relevance if a decision is made on a possible extension of 
the correction deadline. However, using the structural deficit as an indicator 
can be misleading: The recommendations on the fiscal adjustment path are 
based on projections and thus include a forward-looking element. However, 
the final judgment on whether a deficit target is reached can only be based on 
actual data. Against this background, the Commission may undertake an 
analysis of the overall budgetary situation and the consolidation measures 
taken if a country was not successful in reaching the structural consolidation 
targets. 

In that case, two additional factors are considered: 

 Reforms: Did the member state fully implement the policy 
recommendations under the preventive component (e.g. expenditure 
targets and discretionary measures on the revenue side)? If the country 
failed to comply with the recommendations, the Commission proposes the 
next step of the deficit procedure. If the recommendations were followed, 
a second aspect will be considered. 

 Growth: Were there any unexpected economic events that lie outside the 
control of the member state – e.g. a sudden slump in growth with major 
unfavorable budgetary effects? 

If both points apply, the deadline for correction can be extended – such as in 
the case of France, Spain, Portugal and Greece in recent years. If neither the 
first nor the second criterion is fulfilled, the Commission proposes a notice of 
default to the Ecofin. If Ecofin confirms that notice, the country is obliged to 
outline in detail appropriate measures to reduce its deficit within a period of up 
to four months. If no effective action has been taken within this time span, the 
Commission may – after another deadline – demand a deposit of up to 0.5% 
(GDP). In case of permanent non-compliance, that deposit can be turned into a 
fine after two years. 
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This overview over the current preventive and corrective mechanisms of fiscal 
policy coordination in the EMU show that the capacity of the rules to frame 
expectations among policy makers and markets still depends largely in the 
political discretion of the Commission and the Ecofin Council. As the Ecofin 
has various possibilities to counter any critical assessment by the Commission 
the Commission has an interest to find an agreement with the Ecofin Council 
and exert pressure outside the given procedures. Against that background, 
outright sanctions under the preventive or corrective component of the SGP 
are rather unlikely.  

The table below again summarizes again the different instruments and their 
target values.  

Variable of reference Target Value 
Headline fiscal deficit threshold  < 3% of GDP 
Structural fiscal balance = Medium Term 
Objective                (MTO) 

≥ -0.5% of GDP 
Convergence Criteria: 0.5 % of GDP reduction 
per annum until MTO is reached 

Expenditure limits - net of interest 
payments, unemployment benefits, 
funding of EU programmes 

A – if MTO satisfied  Over medium term 
increase in expenditure ≤ potential GDP 
B – if MTO not satisfied  Over medium term 
increase in expenditure < potential GDP 

Public debt (debt brake) Decrease excess of debt above 60% by about 
1/20 per year.  This rule does not apply to 
countries that are under an EDP – but it applies 
after transition period of three years after EDP 
exit. In order to ensure that the country will 
comply with the debt reduction rule after the 
transition period, a minimum linear structural 
adjustment is applied upon each country.  

 

Macroeconomic surveillance in the Euro area 

Similar to the fiscal surveillance there is a complementary surveillance of 
macroeconomic disequilibria with a preventive and a corrective component.  

The preventive arm consists of a macroeconomic surveillance mechanism 
along a set of indicators – the so-called “Macroeconomic Imbalance 
Procedure” (MIP) which is conducted on an annual basis. It is the EU response 
to the erosion of competitiveness and other major imbalances developed by 
several member countries before the Great Recession. 

The most important element of the MIP is an alert mechanism based on a 
scoreboard consisting of a set of eleven indicators covering the key potential 
sources of macroeconomic imbalances. The aim of the scoreboard is to filter 
countries that warrant in-depth studies in order to determine whether the 
potential imbalances identified in the early-warning system are benign or 
problematic.  

To this end the Commission publishes an annual report (Alert Mechanism 
Report) containing an economic and financial evaluation based on a 
macroeconomic scoreboard in November. It comprises a set of  
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macroeconomic indicators whose values are compared with previously defined 
thresholds. 

 In its annual report the Commission names those member states which 
may be affected by or at risk of developing imbalances. Ecofin examines 
this report and includes its overall assessment thereof in its conclusions. 

 If thresholds have been breached, then the Commission pursues a more 
detailed analysis and may adopt – together with the Council – preventive 
recommendations to member countries. These recommendations are 
embedded in the package of country-specific recommendations which the 
Commission puts forward in May/June every year in the context of the 
European Semester. 

 If the Commission concludes that the situation is unproblematic, then no 
further steps are taken. The macroeconomic situation then continues to be 
monitored in the following year’s Alert Mechanism Report. 

The corrective arm aims for an Excessive Imbalance Procedure, similar to the 
Excessive Deficit Procedure. It applies in more severe cases. If in its analysis 
the Commission comes to the conclusion that excessive imbalances are 
developing in a member state, it informs the European Parliament, Ecofin and 
the Eurogroup. The Council can then make recommendations to the member 
state (Art. 121 (2) TFEU). As with the Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP), Ecofin 
can decide that an excessive imbalance exists in a euro-area member state – 
and publish its recommendations accordingly. The member state concerned 
must then draw up a corrective action plan which the Council then evaluates 
within two months. This corrective action plan corresponds with the economic 
partnership programmes that countries under an EDP have to present in 
October. It is the link between the macroeconomic and fiscal surveillance. 
Persistent non-compliance with the recommendations can lead to the 
imposition of a fine of up to 0.1% of GDP. If Ecofin deems that the measures 
have been implemented properly, it can terminate the procedure. Under the 
corrective arm, too, member states subject to an excessive imbalance 
procedure must fulfill reporting and surveillance obligations. No such 
procedure has been conducted to date. The analysis carried out by the 
Commission and Ecofin focuses on measures that have actually been 
implemented, not however on the actual readings attained by indicators as 
these are also influenced by external effects, for example exchange rate 
developments or adverse developments in the global economy. This makes 
sanctions or a further escalation of an EIP and the imposition of sanctions 
(interest bearing deposit which can be turned into a fine in case of permanent 
non-compliance) rather unlikely – even if some Euro area countries have so far 
constantly trespassed the respective thresholds.  

Seizing the built-in flexibility 

Looking forward, the current framework of fiscal coordination offers many 
possibilities for a flexible interpretation of rules. This is due to strong elements 
of discretion within the economic and fiscal analysis by the Commission and 
the Ecofin Council.  

Regarding the corrective component of fiscal surveillance, the room for 
manoeuvre is huge in advanced stages of the EDP. If a country misses the 
consolidation path of its headline deficit, the Commission can well escalate the 
EDP further as there are no possibilities to trade off reforms against a further 
escalation of the EDP. However, on the last stage of the EDP, i.e. the report 
before the Commission considers sanctions the Commission will have to take 
into consideration factors that the affected country regards as relevant for the 
adverse development of his deficits. However, that will not end in an 

Figure 2: Macroeconomic 

Scoreboard: Indicators and 

thresholds 

1.
3-year average of the current account balance
 (% of GDP): -4% / +6%

2. 
Net international investment position (% of GDP):
-35%

1.
Percentage change (in 3 years) in real effective 
exchange rates (HICP/CPI deflators):
- / +5% (EMU) & -/+11% (Non-EMU)

2.
Percentage change (in 5 years) in export market 
shares: -6%

3.
Percentage change (in 3 years) in nominal unit 
labour cost, +9% (EMU) & +12% (Non-EMU)

1.
Private sector debt (consolidated) (% of GDP): 
133%

2. Private sector credit flow (% of GDP): 15%

3.
Percentage change (yoy) in deflated house prices: 
6%

4. General government sector debt (% of GDP): 60%

5. 3-year average of unemployment rate: 10%

6.
Percentage change in total financial sector 
liabilities: 16.5%

The scoreboard consists of eleven indicators and 
corresponding threshold values. The indicators are 
divided into three subsets to monitor: external 
positions, competitiveness developments and internal 
imbalances.

External positions

Competitiveness developments

Internal imbalances

 
Source: European Commission 
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abrogation of the procedure. The procedure itself can only be abrogated if the 
headline deficit falls again below 3% (GDP). Our table below shows that France 
and Portugal will not reach their deadline for correction of their excessive 
deficits in 2015 and Spain will not succeed in correcting its excessive deficit by 
the year 2016. In any case, non-compliance with the correction target could 
motivate the countries to provide for additional reforms in their Economic 
Partnership Programmes. Alternatively, the Commission could propose an 
extension of the correction deadlines until the year of 2017. 

Figure 3: Fiscal balance forecast: France, Portugal and Spain not on track 

Country 2014 2015 2016

Cyprus n.a. n.a. n.a.

France -4.4 -4.3* -3.8

Germany 0.2 -0.1 -0.2

Greece -1.8 -0.6 0.1*

Ireland -4.0 -2.7* -2.5

Italy -3.0 -2.9 -2.7

Malta n.a. n.a. n.a.

Portugal -4.2 -3.3* -2.7

Slovenia n.a. n.a. n.a.

Spain -5.6 -4.6 -3.3*
* Deadline for correction  

Source: European Commission, Deutsche Bank Research 

The room for discretion is even greater in the preventive component of fiscal 
policy. In assessing compliance with the MTO, the Commission will have to 
take into consideration whether the additional spending is related to a 
significant long-term effect on the sustainability of public finances – either  

(1) through reforms in the multi-pillar pension system  

(2) general structural reforms that aim to increase long term structural growth.  

The latter point opens a huge room for interpretation and could enable the 
Commission to trade in structural reform efforts against another extension in 
the adjustment path for structural deficits. This would also have an indirect 
feedback on the corrective component – i.e. the EDP: The structural reforms 
would be particularly relevant for the Economic Partnership Programmes which 
will be taken into consideration in the reviews for the EDP. 

A look on the current projection for the structural balances of countries that 
are currently in an EDP (plus Germany and Italy) shows that  

 there is still big differences between the forecasts of the European 
Commission and the national fiscal projections that are documented in 
their Stability Programmes: The stability programmes are more positively 
biased, such as in the case of France, Portugal and Spain. 

 all listed countries are currently facing challenges to adhere to the 
adjustment paths of their structural deficits. This could motivate national 
policy makers even more to aim for an extra reform effort as a means to 
get some extra leeway on their consolidation paths. 
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The Commission can anticipate such developments and formulate the 
respective priorities in its Annual Growth Survey which is due to be published 
soon. Thus it can set the frame for its own evaluation of the economic policies 
of the member states and hint at a possible trade-off between reforms and 
another degree of tolerance in the assessment of the fiscal stance.  

Last, it should not be forgotten that the expenditure rules in the preventive 
component of the SGP explicitly offset public expenditure that goes into 
investment that is co-funded by EU structural funds. That should enable those 
countries being under an EDP to make full use of flexibility under the 
preventive component. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Structural balances (SB): different assessments by Commission and 

Member States  

2016 2017

Country Indicator COM SP COM SP SP SP

CY
SB -2.3 -2.2 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8

Change in SB 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4
SB 0.5 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.5

Change in SB -0.2 0.0 -0.4 -0.2 0.1 0.0
GR

SB -4.5 -4.7 -4.2 -2.7 2.6 -2.4
Change in SB 1.7 1.8 0.4 2.0 0.1 0.2

SB -0.8 -0.6 -0.7 -0.2 0.0 0.2
Change in SB 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1

SB -2.3 -1.7 -2.5 -1.1 -0.3 0.7
Change in SB 0.0 0.5 -0.2 0.6 0.9 0.9

SB n.a. -2.0 n.a 1.2 -0.8 -0.5
Change in SB n.a. 0.6 n.a. 0.8 0.4 0.3

SB -2.5 -2.2 -2.4 -1.6 -1.1 -0.9
Change in SB 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.3

SB -2.4 -2.2 -3.4 -1.9 -1.4 -0.7
Change in SB 0.4 0.7 1.1 0.2 0.5 0.7

ES

2015

FR

DE

Fiscal surveillance under Macroeconomic Adjustment Programme

IT

MT

PT

SI

2014

Fiscal surveillance under Macroeconomic Adjustment Programme

IE

 
Source: European Commission 
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 Risks to Fixed Income Positions 
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise 
to pay fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor that is long fixed rate instruments (thus receiving these cash 
flows), increases in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a 
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loss. The longer the maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the 
loss. Upside surprises in inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse 
macroeconomic shocks to receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation 
(including changes in assets holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency 
convertibility (which may constrain currency conversion, repatriation of profits and/or the liquidation of positions), and 
settlement issues related to local clearing houses are also important risk factors to be considered. The sensitivity of fixed 
income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to 
FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates - these are common in emerging markets. It is important to note that the 
index fixings may -- by construction -- lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables they are intended 
to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating coupon 
rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons. It is 
also important to acknowledge that funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which the coupons to be 
received are denominated carries FX risk. Naturally, options on swaps (swaptions) also bear the risks typical to options 
in addition to the risks related to rates movements. 
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